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Multiparadigm Constraint Programming Languages (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2011

	"Modeling" has become one of the primary concerns in modern Software
	Engineering. The reason is simple: starting development processes from clear
	and succinct models has proven to foster not only quality but also productivity.
	With the advance of modeling there also came a desire for automatic code
	generation from models....


		

The Superhero BookVisible Ink Press, 2004

	
		Modern mythology leaps into the popular culture from the pages of comic books and now propels the astounding growth of the graphic novel. Aimed at the genesis, The Superhero Book is the ultimate A-to-Z compendium of everyone’s favorite overachievers in the pitched battle between good and evil. With 300 entries examining more...



		

Advanced Project Portfolio Management and the PMO: Multiplying ROI at Warp SpeedJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003
This comprehensive book covers the strategy, tactics, and processes needed for successful project portfolio management. It outlines a road map to unprecedented project management improvement and includes a detailed implementation plan for both strategic planning and a PMO that gives you measurable results in weeks. The author delineates four...






		

The Secret Language of Money: How to Make Smarter Financial Decisions and Live a Richer LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2009
If money were about math,    none of us would be carrying any debt.
The numbers are simple. What’s complicated    is what we do with money. We use    money to soothe our feelings and buy respect,    to show how much we care or how    little. We don’t simply earn, save, and    spend money: we flirt with it, crave it,...


		

Joomla! 1.5 Template DesignPackt Publishing, 2009
Using Joomla! Templates with HTML and CSS allows you to give a unique look and feel to your site, present a "fresh face" to your pre-existing content, ensure that your site design is consistent with your brand, and build a site layout that suits your unique needs. A quality web site is easily within your grasp using these cutting-edge...


		

The Pleasure Gap: American Women and the Unfinished Sexual RevolutionSeal Press, 2020

	It's time to take inequality in the bedroom as seriously as we take it in the boardroom. 

	

	Tens of millions of American women are dissatisfied with their sex lives. In her provocative and meticulously researched new book, The Pleasure Gap: American Women and the Unfinished Sexual Revolution, Katherine...






		

Ontology MatchingSpringer, 2013

	Ontologies tend to be found everywhere. They are viewed as the silver bullet for many applications, such as database integration, peer-to-peer systems, e-commerce, semantic web services, or social networks. However, in open or evolving systems, such as the semantic web, different parties would, in general, adopt different ontologies. Thus,...


		

The Story of Silver: How the White Metal Shaped America and the Modern WorldPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		How silver influenced two hundred years of world history, and why it matters today

		

		This is the story of silver’s transformation from soft money during the nineteenth century to hard asset today, and how manipulations of the white metal by American president Franklin D. Roosevelt during the 1930s and by...



		

Real-Life X-Files: Investigating the ParanormalUniversity Press of Kentucky, 2001
"Whoever said that the truth is both stranger and more entertaining than fiction describes this book exactly." -- Skeptical Inquirer     

       Interest in the paranormal is at an all-time high. Ghosts, UFOs, psychic power and other unexplained phenomena are endlessly fascinating for us. People often seem to accept of...





		

Business Continuity Planning: A Step-by-Step Guide with Planning Forms on CD-ROM, Third EditionRothstein Associates, 2004
Geared toward small and medium-sized firms, this easy-to-use, step-by-step guide provides the basic information to enable firms to start the development of their plans in the "classical" business continuity planning manner.

In this book, Ken Fulmer has provided us with a clear, easy-to-use resource for  business continuity: a...


		

The Westside Slugger: Joe Neal's Lifelong Fight for Social Justice (Volume 1) (Shepperson Series in Nevada History)University of Nebraska Press, 2019

	
		The Westside Slugger is the powerful story of civil rights in Las Vegas and Nevada through the eyes and experience of Joe Neal, a history-making state lawmaker in Nevada. Neal rose from humble beginnings in Mound, Louisiana, during the Great Depression to become the first African American to serve in the Nevada State...



		

Advanced Memory Optimization Techniques for Low-Power Embedded ProcessorsSpringer, 2007
The design of embedded systems warrants a new perspective because of the following two reasons: Firstly, slow and energy inefficient memory hierarchies have already become the bottleneck of the embedded systems. It is documented in the literature as the memory wall problem. Secondly, the software running on the contemporary embedded devices is...
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